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Imagination Station’s Slime Time is Saturday and Sunday
TOLEDO, Ohio – Slime. It’s made with simple household ingredients, but has fascinated generations of kids and
adults. Toledo’s Science Center is hosting a weekend dedicated to the popular polymer. Slime Time is this
Saturday and Sunday, October 5 – 6 at Imagination Station.
Visitors can dive in and get sticky and messy with these activities:
 Slime Buffet
Visitors of all ages can whip up a crazy slime concoction by visiting various slime stations. They will then
analyze their recipe by testing their slime’s stretchiness, plotting their data and comparing it with others’
results.


Slime Tasting
While most slimes contain ingredients that aren’t edible, Imagination Station’s slime worms are made
using a food-grade alginate that are quite tasty, but definitely slimy.



Ooblek Experiments
Also ooey, gooey and sticky, ooblek is the classic example of a non-Newtonian fluid. Visitors will be
amazed at how ooblek can immediately change state from a liquid to a solid and back again.



Slime Demonstrations
Two lucky visitors each day will be the highlight of an Extreme Science Demonstration where they will be
‘slimed’ with gallons of goop. Visitors wishing to participate will get messy. A change of clothes is
recommended.



Slime Mania Expo Drawing
All Imagination Station Slime Time visitors may enter to win a 4-pack of VIP tickets to the Slime Mania
Expo, featuring YouTube slime sensation, Karina Garcia. Visitors unable to attend Slime Time, may enter
to win online at imaginationstationtoledo.org/slime-time.

Slime-lovers wishing to take their slime knowledge to the next level can register for a Think Tank Workshop where
they will make Pumpkin Guts, Witches Brew and Ghostly Glow slimes. Super Spooky Slime Lab workshops are
available the following dates and times:
 Saturday, October 4 at 12pm and 2pm
 Sunday, October 5 at 2pm
 Saturdays, October 19 and 26 at 2pm
Slime Time activities are included in Imagination Station admission. Additional registration fee required for Think
Tank Workshops. All Lucas County residents receive a $2 discount and FREE Saturday admission for kids, 12
and under with paid adult admission, limit two children per adult.
Imagination Station provides a critical layer of science enrichment by serving as an educational partner for
teachers, schools and parents. It’s with a thoughtful blend of exhibits, experiences, education and excitement that
Imagination Station inspires visitors to pursue STEM careers in Northwest Ohio.
For more information, please call 419.244.2674 or visit imaginationstationtoledo.org.

